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MINUTES     

 

ITEM 1.    Completion of Conditions of Admissions Letter (Ed Mueller)  

 

 Ed has sent all campuses the information and it seems to be working fairly well.  

 The staff needs to be made aware of the difference between the residency letters. 

If the student is under twenty four years of age a dependant letter is needed.  If the 

student doesn’t mark anything they are classified as out of state, if they don’t 

mark anything and do not sign,  the information is considered insufficient. 

The affidavit is not part of the application and must be signed by everyone that is 

a Florida resident. 

 

ITEM 2.     Emergency Evaluations  (Ed) 

 

Some evaluations slip through when students changed Program Objectives via 

reapplication.  If this happens Priscilla Douglass or Gloria Hill should be notified, 

with a copy to Roz McFarlane, and they will take care of it.  

    

ITEM 3.      Shredding Service Contract  (Ed)   

 

Ed  learned from Jim Duffie that the Cashier’s office has a contract for a 

shredding service.  Ed feels this is valuable because most of us are using a 

“stripper”, not a real cross shredder.  The cost is reasonable, about $25 a week.  

Ed would like to have a bin placed in the Processing Center, in the former Vault, 

then people can bring their paper in and it will be picked up to be shredded once a 

week. 
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ITEM 4.   Who is/are the contact person/people at the processing center for any 

issues related to transient forms?  (Ronnie Malave)   

                      

            Work study students and Suzanne Sierra are now trained on transient forms. 

            The Registrar’s can look at the forms by using Ed’s email address.    

            Admissions reps can log back into FACTS to see  the location of the forms.  

   

   

 

ITEM 5.  We need to establish what the district protocol is for when to process 

applications in peak period.  We were processing those who wanted to 

get into classes right away, especially during the add/drop period.  

(Ronnie) 

 

 PSAV and credit applications will be processed through work flow. 

Non credit will be processed electronically at the campus computers with staff 

assistance when necessary. 

 

ITEM 6. Some FACTS applications have downloaded  without a HS                     

graduation date.  Can this be fixed?  (Ronnie)   

 

Probably caused by GED’s , which do not have to have a graduation date.  When 

we get the GED transcript you can put down the date – also check the FACTS 

download.  

 

ITEM 7.  What are the specific turn around times for different Central 

Processing functions? Applications (2 days or 3?) 

    Transient forms 

Transcripts – Can we get updates if these 

items change (as they typically may  

      especially during peak)?  (Ronnie) 

 

Applications – two business days after we receive it (that means after it is 

downloaded)   

Transient forms – two business days from the time we receive it 

Transcripts – At least three weeks, three to four weeks is normal – there is no firm 

deadline.  A student may see their advisor on this matter if they wish. 

 

ITEM 8. Student ID Merges (Roz McFarlane)    

 

The new process will be starting today, which will eliminate the middle person at 

IT, since Roz McFarlane will be doing the IT part.  Successful merges will go to 

the student file.  Financial Aid, Panther Card and Web CT will be notified.  The  
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person submitting the request should be correcting the student ID.   The files need 

to be merged in DocFinity IntraViewer.      

 

 

ITEM 9. Roundtable 

 

Roz McFarlane informed us that Concepcion Valladares is the final person to be 

hired in the Processing Center. 

 

Irene Johnson told us she is fully staffed and will have Effie Scott-Jackson as the 

designated person doing residency.  Effie will share Chris Biferie’s office, where 

she will work with the students, and Irene feels Effie will become a residency 

expert.  Ronnie Malave has appointed Lee Anne Decker to do residency at the  

Eissey campus. 

 

Ronnie Malave mentioned the fact that sometimes we have a school’s transcript 

and two days later we receive another one.  Ed Mueller said this is done in 

PantherNet, and he will look into this to see if it is being picked up. Actually this 

is a Financial Aid issue.  Any of the campus Registrar’s can evaluate the 

transcript.  If there is an issue with a transcript Ed Mueller or Roz McFarlane 

should be contacted. 

 

 . 

 

  

 

   


